Across
2. officially kicked out of the church
3. summarized the religious teachings of Martin Luther
4. a feeling of pride in one's country
6. 69 years were popes remained under the control of French Kings
7. began reformation and made the ninety-five theses
13. Charles let each prince decide if he wanted Lutheran Princes
14. to reduce or eliminate the punishment for sin
16. people who protested against certain church practices
18. kidnapped the pope after the pope ordered the clergy not to pay taxes
19. Disagreed with Luther's contention that an individual could work toward salvation through faith in God.
20. period of reform that strengthened the Catholic Church

Down
1. a movement which caused thousands of Roman Catholics to become Protestants
5. made reforms in Switzerland, ended Catholic Mass, Confessions, and Indulgences
8. respect for an individuals right to worship in his own way
9. church officials
10. an attitude that encouraged hard work and careful management of money and materials, contributed to the growth of business and industry in Europe.
11. Holy Roman Emperor, he declared war on Lutheran Kings
12. period of time where art and literature became more popular
15. Broke away from Catholic Church because he wanted a divorce and couldn't get one